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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
IECM CALIBRATION AND DATA REDUCTION
REQU I REMENTS
I. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this document is the presentation and explana-
tion of the Induced Environment Contamination Monitor (IECM) tape
recorder format as it relates to the IECM instrument output of meaningful
data. This document will be constructed logically from the IECM tape
recorder format of experiment dicta. The main sources of information for
this document were NASA TM 78103 1 and it series of seven memoranda to
R. hall of the Computer Services Office (AH22), Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFO
1) T.QCM Data Reduction Requirements, July 19, 1979.
2) Data Reduction for IECM Instruments Cascade Impactor and
Camera Phot(mneter, July 23, 1979.
3) Data Reduction for IECM Instrument Optical Effects Module,
July 24, 1979.
4) Data Reduction for IECM IUastrument Air Sampler, Humidity
Monitor, and Dew Point Hygrometer, July 25, 1979.
5) CQCM Data Reduction Itecluirements, August 17, 1979.
6) Mass Spectrometer Datit Reduction Requirements, October 31,
1979.
7) Housekeeping Data from the IRCM, February 8, 1989.
The IECM tape, recoa,clet, format will be discussed extensively in the
beginning of this document, 1'611owed by to discussion of tlae individual
experiments integrated into the lHCM framework.
1. 1n inducati I nvironnaetat Contamination Monitor for the Space Shuttle
(Edgar R. Miller and Rudolf Dccher, eds.) , NASA TM-78193,
August 1978.
1I. IECM TAPE RECORDER FORMAT
The 1ECM tape recorder format is displayed in Figure 1. The format
consists of a block record before it repeats itself. A block record contidns
a 12-byte (or more) lender and 1 to 40 frames composed of 134 bytes each.
Each frame will contain data from an individual experiment.
A byte is a data word consisting of eight bits. A bit is a number
that has the value "0" or "1". An example of a byte in a data format is:
10101010
A byte is usually read from right to left. In rending it byte to obtain a
useful number to represent data comsidor the following table:
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
21 26 25 2 4 23 2 2 21 20
If the extreme right bit is 11 0," then it represents the number zero.
If the 'extreme right bit is 111," theft it represents the number 2 0 = 1.
If the second bit is 11 0," then it represents the number zero. If the
second bit is 11 1," then it represents 2 1 = 2. Proceeding, one can see
that if all the bits in an 8-bit word, or byte, are zero, this would repre-
sent the pure number zero. If all the bits in tin 8-bit word are one,
this would represent the pure number 255:
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
27 26 25 .4 23 22
 2 1 20
128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1
The number 255 wits obtained by adding 1. + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 + 64 +
128 255. Therefore, any lure number between 0 and 255 can be gen-
erated by the appropriate arningement of bits in an 8-bit word. Examples
are as follows:
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C
4.0 IECM TAPE RECORDER FORMAT
--30-79
► .WC
REVISED
1-2-79
RWC	 11-20-79
CWD
LEADER 16H
LEADER 16H
LEADER 16H
12 BYTES
	 i
1	 I
a	 1
LEADER 16H
SYNC 56H
	
.^
SYNC A5H
SYNC A6H
8 BYTES	 FRAME ID (SEE NOTES)
MISSION TIME LSW LSB
	 BLOCK
MISSION TIME LSW MSB 	 (RECORD)
MISSION TIME MSW LSB
	 FRAME
MISSION TIME MSW MSB
EXPERIMENT DATA
126 BYTES	 I (SEE NOTES)
	
((1-40) FRAMES
1
^	 1
)
I
LEADER FOR
NEXT BLOCK
Figure x. JEW tap Recorder format.
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001100.10=50
101.01100=172
Quite often the information contained in an 8-bit word can be represented
in hex notation, which is a simpler way to dump information or store it.
Hex notation has the automatic feature of being able to condense large
volumes of information. Imagine an 8-bit word broken down to two 4-bit
words. Consider the following representation of all possible bit combina-
tions in a 4--bit word:
0000 =0
0001 =1
0 0 1 0 2
0 0 1 1= 3
01004
0 1 0 1 5
0110ry6
0 1 1 1- 7
1000 =8
1 0 0 1= 9
1 0 1 0- A
1011 =D
1 1 0 0= C
1	 1 0 1 D
1110 -E
1 1 1 1 --=- l'
Now suppose it is desired to represent the 8-bit word
0100;0110
A,
.	
c
..
in hex. notation. :Divide the 8-bit word into two 4-bit words with an
imaginary line, illustrated, by the dashes. The hex notation for the left
side is 11 4" and the hex notation for the right side is 11 6". Therefore,
the entire 8-bit word can be represented in hex notation as 1146",
Consider the hex notation 114C". What would the 8-bit word be?
From the table form
4C = 01001100
The number formed from this would be 76. With this explanation, the
12-byte leader for the block data of the tape recorder format in
Figure 11-1 can be explained. Each of the first 12 bytes would have a
hex configuration of 16; i.e. ,
1611=00010110
The computer', identification of 12 bytes of data in a row, as in the pre-
ceding from the tape recorder format, defines the beginning of a block
of data consisting of 1 to 40 frames.
The question arises: flow does one know when a frame of data has
begun? There are three sync bytes (words) that follow the format order
1, 2, 3; they ate, respectively, 56H, A511, and A6H:
56H=01010110	 ,
A5H=10100101
A6H=10100110
fine neat logical question concerns identification of the frame eon-
taining the data for a particular experiment. This is accomplished in the
fourth byte (word) of a frame.
The identifications tire:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1= 01H 'Temperature-controlled Quartz Crystal Micro-
balance (`.t"QCM) Data
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0= 02H Cryogenic Quartz Crystal Microbalance (CQCM)
Data
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1= 03H Optical Effects Module (OEM) Data
-- —4
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0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 = 3411 Air Sampler Data, Humidity C^Ionitor, and
Dew Point Hygrometer
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1= 05H Camera Current Data
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0= 06H Camera Voltage and therm stor Data
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1= 07H Cascade Impactor Data
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0= 0811 Mass Spectrometer Data
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1= 09H Temperature Sensor Data (Housekeeping)
The next four bytes in a frame comprise the IRCM mission time.
`,!'he I CM mission time recorded oii the tape recorder format, before the
data sets are recorded within the frame, is the time resolved to 1 min of
the last data set in that frame. Consider the following extract of the
IECM mission time from a ftaanae of data:
1 MISSION TIME LSW LSI3
2 MISSION TIME LSW MS13
3 MISSION TIME MSW LSB
MISSION TIME MSW MS13
If all bits are 11 0, 1 ' the time is zero. Mission time is calculated by reading
the bit numbers from right to left, starting with byte I. For instance,
if byte I. contained all "Is" and bytes 2, 3, and 4 contained all "Os," the
IECM mission time would read 255 min. If there were all "Is" in bytes
I anal 2 and all 11 0s" in bytes 3 and 4, the I1:CM mission time would rend
65,535 min.
Following the mission time, there are 126 bytes available for experi-
ment data to be recorded in that particular frame. Each IECNI experiment
has, are a general observation, a different number of bytes per data set.
One data set is as long as 25 bytes (TQCM), and another data set is as
short as 2 bytes (Mass Spectrometer) , programmed into each experiment
internally is a data rate. In ma ll
 raises it will be necessary to know the
data rate per IECM ex periment. It could be (Lis in one mode of operation
of the mass spectrometer) as small as 0. 2
 sec. The IECM clock. is accurate
in resolution to only I min. Therefore, it may be necessary to interpolate
between time readings of 1 min by taking account of the data rate in cases
where more accurate time resolution is needed. In sonic cases it may not
be possible to get more than a few seconds time resolution in interpolation.
% 1
The r#,,maainder of this document addresses the individual experiment
data that fill the remaining 126 bytes of the 134 bytes that compose a
frame.
'1'lte discussion so far bas covered the ftr pt i h 'bytes of s frame.
Three bytes identify the formation of a frame, onac byte identifies the
particular experiment whose dataa fills the frame, and four bytes identlf•,
the time of entry of the last data sets t in a frame resolved to the nearest
minute.
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III. TQCM DATA REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS (O1H)
As a l.asis for beginning discussion of the data reduction require-
ments for the TQr"xi refer to Figure 2.
Consider the status byte; treading from right to left:
R: 11 1 11 , TED #5 ON; 11 0 11 meths not on.
S: 11 1 11 , TQCM START COUNT is on; 11 011 means not on.
T: 11 1 11 , TEMP SELECT 1 (*80°C) is on; 11 0 11 means not on.
U: 11 1 11 , TEMP SELECT 2 (x-30 0C) is on; 11 011 means not on.
V: 11111, TEMP SELECT
 3 (0°C) is on; 11 011 means not on.
W: 11 1 1 ► , TEMP SELECT 4 ( ￿a 30°C) is on; 11011 means not on.
X: 11111; TEMP SELECT 5 (-600C) is on; 11011 means not on.
Y: "1 11 , THERMO-ELECTRIC DEVICES OFF; 11 0f1 means otherwise.
In the TQCM data format there are three measurements from each
of the five sensor heads to be recorded and analyzed.
1) Frequency; Frequency from each of the five sensor heads is
represented by two 8-bit words. Tait configuration will generate a number
range from 0 to 05,535. The representation of bit number to frequency
Is 1 bit number equals 1 Hz (cycle/second).
2) Sensor Temperature: Temperature sensors are represented by
one 8-bit word. Bit configuration will generate a number range from 0
to 255. Each bit number corresponds to a change of 0.02 V (20 mV).
Bence, there is a voltage range of 5.1 V. The temperature range of
each sensor is from -83°C to 107°C (190°C difference) . Therefore, each
volt represents 37,255 0C, and each bit (or 20 mV) equals 0.745 0C. This
assumes a linear relationship between voltage and temperature. The right
will be reserved to change this to it polynomial if the linear relationship
is not sufficient.
3) Heat Sink Temperature: The information given for the tempera-
ture sensor is applicable for measurement of heat sink temperature.
The frequency verification ready 8-bit word is not used in data
reduction for the TQCM. The 32-bit ILCM clock word resolution is one
bit ntit lber equals 1 min.
t
t	 22 2 1 20 R
BINARY	 t
FREQ VERIFY J
CODE
FREQ 1 LSO
FREQ 1 MSB
FREQ VER
FRE02 LSB
FREQ 2 MSS
FREQ VER
a
i
1
3
TOCM DATA FORMAT (01)
1	 i	 I
READY WHEN READ	 FRE05 LSO
FREO'S MSS
FPEO VER
SENSOR 1 TEMP	 1 DATA SET(25 BYTES)
SENSOR 2 TEMP
SENSOR 3 TEMP
SENSOR 4TEMP
SENSOR 5 TEMP
HEAT SINK 1 TEMP
HEAT SINK 2 TEMP
HEAT SINK 3 TEMP
HEAT SINK 4 TEMP
HEAT SINK 5 TEMP
^	 I
I	 I _
rSTATUS BYTE
TED #5ON
TOCM START COUNT
TEMP SELECT 1 (+800C).
TEMP SELECT 2 (+300C)
TEMP SELECT 3 (0°C)
TEMP SELECT 4 (­300C)
TEMP SELECT 5 ( •-600C)
THERMO—ELECTRIC DEVICES OFF
Figure 2. ` QCM data format (01) .
5 DATA SETS(125 BYTES)
STATUS
BYTE
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Requirement 1; Designate the frequency of any particular sensor
as F. Than the mass per unit area is computed by the relationship
M/A = (1.56 x 10-9) F grams/cm 2
	(3.1)
The first step will be a continuous plot for each sensor of mass/area,
sensor temperature, and heat sink temperature versus time. Break the
y-axis into two parts and have mass/area on the uppor part ranging from
1 x 10- 9 grams/cm 2 to 1 x 10-3 grams /cm 2 over a six-cycle semi--log scale..
This range may vary after actual flight data levels are determined. On
the lower part of the y--axis let temperature range from -83°C to 107 0C
on a linear scale. The x-axis will be a linear scale of IECM clock time.
Also indicate actual calendar day and hour in universal time on the x-axis..
On the lower part plot both the sensor temperature and the heat sink
temperature on the scale. The plots will constitute three phases for each
sensor combination. There will be an ascent, on-orbit, and descent phase.
The ascent phase will last approximately 1-hr. The descent phase will
last approximately-1.5 hr. Time will be referenced to the IECM clock,
which will. be turned on at launch. Separate plots are to be made for
each sensor combination during each please and labeled +x, -x, +y, -y,
+z. Provisions should be made so that for each flight, the serif,; numbers
of the TQCM controllers, sensors, heat sinks and electronics can be indi-
cated and each axis measurement will be so identified. In the ascent and
descent phases, each sensor combination will be recorded every 5 sec.
For the on-orbit phase, data will be recorded each minute.
The on-orbit phase for each sensor combination of the time scale
per plot is to run 570 min. For subsequent flights this time may changf,.
The number of plots ► er sensor combination per mission will vary from
approximately 5 to 20. During on-orbit operations 570 min is the lme
taken to complete one TQCM command-temperature sequence cycle. During
such a cycle there will be a series of commands to change the temperature.
An indication of the command associated with each temperature change is
requested at its approximate time on the temperature graph. There will
be an addition to the housekeeping data that will identify the time at
which a temperature change command is made. Additional information on
the location and nature of this command signal will be given later.
Requirement 2; Consider any particular sensor combination (fre-
quency and temperature). Each sensor combination will go `hrough a
TQCM command-temperature sequence cycle covering four collection tem-
peratures of +30°C, 0°C, -30°C, -G0°C, and the 80°C cleanup periods.
For each sensor combination tabulate the following for each mission:
10
800C 80°C XOC XOC XOC
TIME INITIAL FINAL TIME M .>S/A'REA
MASS/AREA MASS/AREA CHANGE
oin t gram s /em 
2 grams/cm 2 (Mid-point grams/cm 2
of 30 min of mass
clean-up) collection
tempera-
ture cycle)
X will take on the four temperature values mentioned previously MASS/
ARBA CHANCE equals FINAL MASS /AREA minus INITIAL MASS/AREA
(occurs over at 90-min time span) .
Requirement 3; Construct a semi-lob; plot (for each sensor) of the
MASS/AREA CIIANGE' in the previous table versus time. Use a six-cycle
settle along the y-axis running from 1 x 10-0 grants/cm 2 to 1 x 10-3
grams/em 2 . Time will be in hours along the x-axis. Let the time range
be on-orbit time for each mission. '.There should be four curves on this
graph corresponding to each of the four collection temperatures.
Requirement 4: Construct a semi-log plot of the INITIALIAL MASS /
AREA from the tables versus time at mid-point of each 30-min cleanup.
Use a three-cycle semi-log scale along the y-axis running from 1 x 10-0
grams/cm 2 to 1 x 10-0 grams/em". The time will be mission on time
along the x-axis in hours. This will be one continuous curve for all
80°C, 30-min cleanup periods for each sensor. Collection temperatures
neod not be labeled.
Requirement 5: Construct it tabular listing of TIME, t, in minutes,
TEMPERATURE, T, in 0 0, and 111AS S /AREA ; m, in grams /cm 2 with annota-
tion of commands during the heating subcycle from -G0°C to +80 0C. This
table will include all data points per subeyele or 4 x (30 min) = 120 data
points. There will be four command sequences from -G0°C to +80°C.
These command sequences will be (1) to -30°C, (2) to O O C, (3) to +30°C,(4) to +800C occurring 30 min apart.
Requirement Gc We tire now ready to calculate the average desorp-
tion activation energies using; the data constructed in tubular farm in
Requirement 5. Consider the equation
AE	 RT In (Wt) In (S ay /S r)	 (3.2)
W
11
R and T u~e constants and their numerical values will be furnished later.
The symbol t will always be 30 min (1800 see). For illustration purposes
consider the first heat application command sequence to go from --600C to
-30°C. Then So
 will be the mass at the beginning of the sequence and
Sr
 will be the mass at the end of the sequence. To calculate the value
of T sum up all the temperatures from the beginning to the end of the
sequence. There should be 30 of them. Then calculate T for the sequence
by:
T ^ 2730K * sum of t 30 
erat^ues .
Hence we have all the numbers available to calculate the average: desorp-
tion energies in the four temperature ranges. Calculate them for each
sensor combination and tabulate them according to the following table,
identifying each as +X, -X, +y, -Y,  4°z
AVERAGE DESORPTION AC` IVATIt;)N L"NERGIES
i'1\II ,I dill"(' Ire	 :11I ('	 I	 I'I il; I	 {II (' lu 11"1'	 I	 TI11{`.	 I	 11 c lu -In,('	 I	 '1'1'1w	 I :III"(. t" 8(1°('
a. TIME refers to cycle mid-point.
Requirement 7: `ile following housekeeping data are requested;
1) A plot of the temperatures of thermocouples near each TQCM
head and TQCM controller as a function of time: These temperature sen-
sors will be selected from 14 sensors in the housekeeping data. Tile
length of the graph can be confined to mission time.
2) A plot of total pressure from the mass spectrometer as a func-
tion of time for mission duration, +t blot of the partial pressure of AMU
18 as a function of time for mission duration.
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3) A time-line or printout of as many Orbiter activities as possible,
such as door openings and closings, engine firings, water dumps, etc.
Scales on graphs should be capable of being changed so that different
time scales may be selected if it becomes desirable. It will be desirable
to have the capability of selecting and graphing any data over a selected
time span for expanded and detailed study. All commands given to the
TQCM should be noted on the graph.
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IV. CQCM DATA REDUC'!'ION REQUIREMENTS (02H)
Refer to Figure 3 its a basis for beginning discussion of the data
reduction requirements for the CQCM.
7
CQCM DATA FORMAT (02)
FRED 1 LSB
FRED 1 MSB
FREa 1 VERIF. RDY
FRED 2 LSB
FRED 2 MSB
FRED 2 VERIF, ROY
SENSOR 1 TEMP.
SENSOR 2 TEMP.
FILL OH
1 DATA SET(8 BYTES)
I	 15 DATA SETS(120 BYTES)
FILLS
^^ F2 F1 R
1
FREa 1 SELECTED
FREO 2 SELECTED
READY WHEN READ
Figure 3. CQCM data format (02),
The CQCM data set consists of eight bytes. fifteen data sets
(120 bytes) will fill a frank, with six bytes left over to be filled with
zeros, There are two fre<lueney measurements that take up four bytes(two bytes/freq uency measurement) in a data set. There the two fre-
quency verification and ready bytes that tire not used in data reduction;
they are to be ignored. finally, two sensor temperature bytes complete
a data set.
The CQCM operates in the three modes of ascent, on-orbit, and
descent. The data fate on ascent and descent is one dataa Set every
5 sec. Tho data rate on-orbit is once data stet per minute..
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iThe frequency calibration is the same as it is for the TQCM as
sussed in previously mentioned memorandum No. 1 (July 19, 1979) .
The conversion of frequency to MASS /AREA is the same its for the TQCM
its stated on page 2 of the memorandum —
The sensor teuiperaturc calibration is its follows: As usual, each
bit in a temperature sensor represents 0.02 V (20 mV). Two hundred
fifty-five (255) maximum bits ina word of one byte represent 5.1 V.
The temperature rank for each sensor runs froth -- 103 0C to +37°C, a
difference of 1400 , 'Therefore, to calculate the temperature for a partic-
ular sensor reading, multiply the bit number by 0.519 and add (-103) to
this number.
In the ascent and descent modes construct the following table for
all data points:
ASCENT (DESCENT)
NIISSION MASS 1AHHA SHNS.	 T Hh11'. NIASS/A UM SHM. '. HINIP.
TIME Otill ONE TWO TWO
It	 At	 S
^,
gill¢(. ►►► " "c'
n
gill /cam" 0C
H, M, and S under mission time stand for hours, minutes and seconds.
As stated in memorandum No. 1, the ascent phase will last approximately
1 hr. The descent phase will last approximately 1.5 hr.
Consider equation (2) from the memorandum:
AE	 Y'.T In ( r[t) 
11 
In (S 0 1S 1) 11	 (9.1)
This is the equation for calculating the average desorption activation
energies. It is possible (and probable) that adsorption will occur in the
operation of the CQCM. Over at particular time, t, when adsorption occurs,
tine ratio S 0 /S r
 < 1; i.e. , sr ' S o . At every data point in the on-orbit
15
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operation it is requested thatthe average desorption /adsorption activation
energy be calculated foreach sensor. It and r are constants, and their
numerical values will be furnished later. The time, represented by the
symbol t, will be the, time between data points, l min (60 see). The
value of the temperature, T, will be 273°K + (the average of temperature
at the data point under consideration and the temperature at the data
point t min previous). If T O
 is the temperature from the previous data
point and Tr
 is the temperature at tine data point under consideration,
then;
T = 273 +(T0 + Tr) /6)	 (4.2)
S o will represent the mass 1 min prior to the point under consideration,
and S 1, will represent the mass tit the point under consideration, S o and
S r are proportional by the same constant to the frequency measurement.
Ilence, their ratio Sn /Sr is calc*ulatod by taking the ratio of the frequen-
cies tit each data point.
Before a calculation is executed witli equation (4.1), a test is to
be made on In(So /Sd to detepmine it' it is less than zero. if it is less
than zero, then adsorption has oceturred and the resulting Calculation for
AE should be laboled "A(mimber)". Of course, if S o /S r = 1, then AE = 0.
For till situations where S a /5 1,	 1, desorption has occurred and the
resulting calculation for All, should be labeled "D(number)".
The on-orbit data the to be tabulated to include everything in the
preceding table for ascent (descent) with the addition of the activation
energies.. `.t`he top of the table is to be labeled ON-0111.31T instead of
ASCENT or DESCENT. Observe' ,
 the precoding table and move from left
to right. insert the following columns: after the third column and after
the fifth column, respectively,
ACTIVATION	 ACTIVATI©N
ENERGY (1)	 13NElt(:iX (2)	 x
ergs	 ergs
D (number)	 A (number)
A (number)	 1) ( number)
16
Examples lieve been placed in the columns to show the designation of
adsorption or desorption. In order to have data to calculate the first set
of activation energies, use the final values of the data in the ascent mode.
For each of the three modes of operation plot a set of two graphs
for each of the two sensors. ,n 4et of two graphs will consist of mass/
area and sensor temperature versus time on the same page. Break the
vertical axis into two parts and have mass /area on the upper part ranging
from 1 x 10" 9 grams/cm 2 to 1 x 10-3
 grams /cm 2 over a six-cycle semi-log
scale This range may vary after actual flight data levels are determined.
On the lower part of the vertical axis let temperature range from -10300
to +37°C on a linear scale.. The horizontal axis will be a linear scale of
IECM clock time. Also indicate actual calendar day and hour in universal
time at the beginning of the IECM clock time scale on all individual graphs.
There will be three graphs of a .yet of two graphs for each of the two
sensors. Each of three graphs will range in time for whatever the ascent,
on-orbit, anti descent time is for a particular mission, Provisions should
be made so that each flight, the serial numbers of the CQCM controllers,
sensors, and electronics can be indicated.
The following housekeeping data tare requested;
1) A plot of the temperatures of thermocouples near each CQCM
head and CQCM contro:ler as a function of time. These temperature sen-
sors will be selected from 14 sensors in the housekeeping data. The
length of the graph can be confined to mission time.
2) A plot of total pressure from the muss spectrometer as a func-
tion of time for mission duration, and a plot of the partial pressure of
AMU 18 as a function of time for mission duration.
3) A time-line or printout of as many Orbiter activities as possible,
such as door openings and closings, engine firings, water dumps, etc.
Scales on graphs should be made to be changeable s pa that different time
scales may be selected if it becomes desirable. It will be desirable to
have the capability of selecting and graphing any data over a selected
time spun for expanded and detailed study. All commands given to the
CQCM should be noted on the tratph.
__ T
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V. OHNI DATA REM I CTION REQUIREMENTS (03H)
Refer to Figure 4 as it guideline and starting point for discussion
of the data reduction requirements for the 013111,
TRANSMISSION
REFLECTION
LAMP TEMP
MOTOR TEMP
HOUSING TEMP
READY WHEN READ	 MOTOR POSITION & RDY
BCD
MOTOR POSITION
#0 4	161" R	 R POSITION & ROY
I DATA SET
(6 BYTES)
21 DATA SETS
(126 BYTES)
I
-Figure 4. OEMI data format (03),
A datil set for the OERI consists of six bytes. Therefore, there
tire 21 data sets in all OEM frame. The first two bytes of an 013M data
set represent light transmission and reflection, respectively. Also, the
voltage range 19 0 to 7 V represented over a 255-bit number range.
Therefore, 1 bit number = 27.45 mV. The third, fourth, and fifth bytes
represent lamp temperature, motor temperature, and housing temperature,
respectively, Each of these bytes ranges front  to 255 bit numbers cor-
responding to the standard 0 to 5.1 V (20 mV = 1 bit number). To con-
vert to temperatures, use 0 bits its 0 0(" and 255 bits its 102 0C. Fifty mV
represents a 1 13C change. Therefore, to obtain the lamp, motor, or hous-
ing temperature multiply tile bit number ill the appropriate byte by 0.4
to convert it to degrees centigrade.
The following sequence represents the station being observed in a
data set:
Scciuence 	 131t ,. Configuration	 Station
0 0	 0
2
3	 tl 1 0	 2
4	 0 1 1	 3
5	 1 0 0	 4
6	 1 0 1	 5
7	 0 0 0	 0
`,.
The bit configuration is taken from the fifth, sixth and seventh bits
of the :sixth byte in a data set. Thu power-en command will have a fixed
time cycle in which it will go through the preceding sequence in 80 see(*11 see per station). Then: the OEM will rest for 500 see and repeat
the sequence. A sequence takes up seven data sets. There are 21 data
sets to a frame= hence, three sequences will rill a frame. Therefore, it
will take 1240 .,ec (20.66 rain) to fill a frame. Note that the first and
last sequence are tat the same station. Hence, there are six distinct
stations.
For the transmission channel sum the first and seventh station read-
ings for each measurement cycle and divide by two. Store this as VTO
if 0.5 a VTO < 0.99; otherwise, obtain VTO from next or subsequent
valid sequence. l acla of the other five: stations will have VT1, VT2, VT3,
VT4, and VT5. Divide: each by VTO to form ITI, IT2, IT3, IT4, and IT5,
For the first valid data cycle store the ratio values as TO1, T02, T03,
T04, and T05. 1 ach subsequent data measurement cycle will have trans-
mission ratios ', mI, Tm:'„ Tm3, Tm4, and Tm5. Then ,form the ratios
100(TOI - '1m1)/TO1 = TRI, 100(T02 -- `L'1n2) T02 - TR2, 100(T03 - Tm3)/
T03 - T113, 100(`t"04 W '.l,'m9) /`1'04 r- TR4, and 100(TO5 - Tm5) /T05 = TR5.
We will repeat this for the reflection channel: Bum the first and seventh
station reaacliiags for catch III etasurement cycle and divide by two. Store
this aas VRO. Each of the other five stations will have voltages V111, V112,
VR3, VR4, and V115. For t aach VI11, VR2, etc., subtrilet VRO and store
as absolute magnitude (positive) V1111, V1122, atc. Divide each by VTO
to form TRI, 1112, 1113, I114, and 1115. For the very first valid data cycle
store the ratio values as 1101, 1102, R03, R04, and R05. Each subsequent
data measurement cycle will have reflection ratios Rm1, Rm2, Rm3, Rm4,
and Rm5. Then from the ratios 100(1101 - Rm1)/1101 = RR1, 100(R02
RIO)/1102 - RR2, 100(1103 - Itna3)/1103 a
 RR3, 100(R04 - Rm4)/RO4. = RR4,
and 100(R05 - Rm5) /1105 = RIM
Two special cases to consider tare the O-channel transmission and
reflection ratios. After the first data set, designate the average of the
two O-channel voltages its VTOm and VROm for transmission and reflection,
respecAvely. Then form `L'R O = 100 (VTO -- VT Om) /V`],' O and RRO = 1:00
(VRO -- VROm) /VRO.
For the 0 channel form the following table:
CIIANN114L 0
&1T	 ITT	 VTO
	 TR 0	 VRO
	 RR O
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Here MT stands for mission time and UT stands for universal time. The
time need not be morn accurate than I mitt.
For channels 1 through 5 form the following table (channel 1 used
as example) :
CRANK M 1
MT	 U 	 JVT1 JITI
	
TRt	 V'R1	 IRI	 RRI.
Plots of till values generated in the preceding tables are requested as a
function of time. The time will run from 0 (mission begins) to end of
mission. Voltages will run. from 0 to 7V. Intensities will run fro ►n 0 to
1 (dimensionless). Pereentil y
 ratios will run from 0 to 100.
Finally, plot the lamp temperature, motor temperature, and housing
temperature its it function of mission time.. The temperature scale for each
will run from 0 to 1020C.
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VI. AIR SAMPLERS III • .-.,1DITY MONITOR, AND DEFY POINT
HYGROMETER DATA REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS ( 0411)
As a basis for beginning discussion of the data reduction require-
ments for the Air Sampler, Humidity Monitor, and Dew Point Hygrometer,
refer to Figure 5.
VS V7 VB rV6 V4 V3 V2 V1 ^.
-11 10 9
I	 PUMP SPEED	 I
PRESSURE 1
PRESSURE 2
HUMIDITY
TEMPERATURE
DEW POINT
DEW POINT CALIB
VALVE STATUS 1-8
VALVE STATUS 9-11
1 DATA SET(9 BYTES)
14 DATA SETS(126 BYTES)
t
Figure 5. Air sampler data format (04).
A data set containing all of the required datainformation
 
for the
Air Sampler, Humidity Monitor, and dew Point Hygrometer consists of
nine bytes. Since 126 byte.; constitute it data frtlme, there can be 14
data sets to a frame.
It appears that rile data rate w ill be six data Sets per m inute, or
one every 10 See. The Air SamlAer and the humidity Monitor require this
mite. The Dow Point Hygrometer re(ji.ti "es data tit it mite of once a minute.
However, because the, information for all three instruments goes into the
stmie daft. set, the information from the Dew Point Hygrometer will also
be expressed at six per minute.
The first byte in the data set is PUMP SPEED. Convert the bit
reading to volts by m ultiply ,ig the bit itumter by 0.02. The second. and
`	 third bytes time PRESSURE 1 and PRESSURE 2. Convert each bit number
to volts, again by multiplying by 0.02. Call the conversions V1 and V2.
Then calculate the prc.,isures, P1 = 16..0 - (V1/5.0 x 16.0), and P2 M 16.0
- (V2 /5.0)(10.0).
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The fourth byte is the HUMIDITY (relative) measurement for the
Humidity Monitor. Zero to 5 V represents relative humidity from 0% to
100%. Each bit number represents; 0.02 V. Hence, each bit number
represents 0.4% relative humidity. Multiply the bit number by 0.4 to
obtain the required relative humidity data for the Humidity Monitor. The
fifth byte is the TEMPERATURE measurement for the Humidity Monitor,
Zero to 5 V represents temperature from 0°C to 1000C. Each bit number
represents 0.02 V. Hence, each bit number represents 0.4 0C. Multiply,
the bit number by 0.4 to obtain the required temperature data for the
Humidity Monitor.
The sixth byte is the DEW POINT measurement for the Dew Point
Hygrometer. The dew point is represented by a temperature reading.
Zero to 5 V represents a temperature range from -6.7 0C (200F) to 26.7°C(8001-1, Each bit number represents 0.02 V. hence each bit number
represents 0.1336 0C (0.24°1'). Multiply the bit number by (0.1336) and
subti,act 6.7 to obtain the required dor y
 point in °C. Multiply the bit
number by 0.24 and add 20 to obtain the required dew point in OF. The
DEW POINT CAl,IB byte is the seventh byte. Convert the bit number
to volts by multiplying by 0.02. This is the required calibration informa-
tion Ill volts.
Bytes 8 and 9 tune an indication of the open and closed status for
11 valves in the Air Sampler system. `Their locations are indicated in the
format. For valves 1 through 3 and 6 through 11 a zero bit means the
valve is closed and a 1 bit means the valve is open. For valves 4 and
5 a 0 bit means the valve i5 ope1, and it I bit Means the valve is closed.
Output a data set for tlie. Air Sampler in the following format;
TIME
PUMP PRESS 2
SPEED PRESS 1 PRESS 2 PRESS 1
V-2-L —TS ) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI)	 y VALV1
Open/
Closed.
VALV2 VALV3 VA1,V'4 VAI,V5 VALVE
Open/ Open/ Open/ Open/ Open
Closed Closed Cwlased Closed Closed
VALV7 VALV 8 VALV 9 VALV10 VALV 11
Open/ Open/ Open/ Open/ Open/
C'Ic>sed Closed Closed Closed Closed
22
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Time will be mission time In minutes Interpolated to every 10 see,
since the data rate is six per minute. Express the time as two numbers,
such as 10M and 108, which wotul d read 10 min and 10 see, meaning
10 min and 10 see after the mission has begun.
Output a data set for the Humidity Monitor and Dew Point Hygrometer
In the following format:
Time
Min/See
Temperature(OC) ( or. ) HumidityM Dew Point(00) ( OF) DP CalibM
Again, TIME is mission time Interpolated to the nearest 10 sec.
Express the temperature In Centigrade and Fahrenheit. Use the formula
OF = (9/5) ( OC) + 32 where necessary. Finally, plot humidity and tem-
perature versus time on one plot and dew point and temperature versus
time on another plot. In fact, make four graphs because these instru-
ments operate only on ascent and descent. On two of the graphs the
time range will be mission time during ascent. On the other two the time
range will be mission time during descent. Temperature will range from
O O C to 100 0C. Relative humidity will range from 0% to 100%. Dow point
will range from a-10°C to +30°C.
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VII. CAMERA PHOT01"AHTER DATA REDUCTION
REQUI1tEMENTS (05H and 06H)
As a basis for beginning discussion of the data reduction require-
ments for the Camera Photometer, refer to Figure 6..
CAMERA 1 CURRENT	 1 DA A SET
CAMERA 2 CURRENT 	 (2 BYTES)
63 DATA SETS(126 BYTES)
CAMERA 2 CURRENT
CAMERA VOLTAGE, THERMISTOR DATA FORMAT (06)
CAMERA 1 VOLTAGE
CAMERA 1 THERM
CAMERA 2 VOLTAGE
CAMERA 2 THERM
^	 I
FILL OH
t
1 DATA SET
(4 BYTES)
31 DATA SETS(124 BYTES)
2 FILLS
Figure 6. Camera current data format (05) .
In the Camera-Photometer experiment the nomenclature for the
camera current data format is changed to Integrated Photometer Output 1
and Integrated Photometer Output 2. The data rate is one data set every
2 s. Construct a table as follows:
Resolve mission elapsed time and universal time as accurately as
possible to days, hours, minutes, -,in(] seconds. The bit numbers for
IPO-1 and IPO-2 are converted to volts by multiplying each bit number
by 0.02 (20 mV).
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TABLE A
141HT(i?-^Ih149 S) ll',V(1)-V 1PO. I IPOj2
It Is desired to c;onvem tho Integrated Photometer Output volt'tl"es
into photometric units. The fi ► tegrate'd Photometer Output volt ► igo:, tire
designated LPO° 1 ►► ncl 1110 2 for C amern Photometers 1 and 2. Photometric:
units for each camera will be normalized to solar brightaiess, and 11 plot
of background brightness versus time is requosted for ofreh camera.
Tile conversion to photometric units and bacokgn.-ound brightness
will involve the following vomputational steps:
1) Consider the first data point for IPO =1. Perform a computation
for 1PO- 1 to test if it is greater Man zero. If IPO- 1 is greater than zero,
initialize an exposure time tt = 0 coincidently for IPO-•1. After U. is set
equal to zero tat the first encounter of 1PO° 1 0 0, t 1 is upd ►itecl by
t1 + 2.0 for each success ive nornzero value of IPO-1. This update con-
tinues until the next 1PO-°'1	 0 is encountered. Then t1 is updated by
2.0 see for the final time of the sequence coincidently with the first
IPO°1 == 0 arter it sequence of non zero IPO-1's. In norm,I1 operations the
m ►Aximum possible exposure time, tI, is 150 see. llenc:e, the exposure
time t1 will always be such that t 1	 150 sec:.
N) A universal time (UT) will be associated with the midpoint of
the exposure time t1. Using; the information from 113CM clock time, UT
when the I,lsC M clock is started, and the data rate, determine as ►lecurat(-%ly
as possible the LIT associated witli the midpoint of th e exposure timo, U.
Ca ll it 1,T1.
3) Associate with the previously computed exposime time, 0, the
last 1PO-1 voltage greater than zero in the previously described sequence..
Call it V1..
25
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9) Calculate the background brightness in terms of solar brightness
using the following formula:
131 : (1.1195613, °- 12) * (V1/t1)
5) Finally, form a data set from till of the preceding values with
the background brightness in terms of solar brightness and the universal.
time, UT1: (131, UT1).
Repeat the preceding steps independently for 1PO-2 to form a data
set (13 2 , UT 2) . Continue this process sequentially through all of the data
for a mission and form the following table:
TABLE, 11
UTl
(ll-ll°AI F S)
13l
131311
IJT2
(1)
	 M1=I14
	 S)
132
BBB
Make two plots for the data, in Table 13. Jae plot will be the mission time
In terms of universal time along the horizontal axis and background bright-
ness along the vertical axis for 11 O-I data. The other plot will be a sim--
ilar plot for IPO .w2 data.
Consider the camera voltage, thermistor data format. One data set
consists of Camera 1. voltage, Camera 1 temperature and Camera 2 voltage,
Camera 2 temperature. The datn rata is ono data set every 10 mill, Con-
struct the following table:
TABLE C
MINT
D-1I°-114
U`1`
D-11-A4
11V- I
(V)
'1'M-1
OC 0 1"
IIV-2
(V) `,CAI-2°C °F
26
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3Resolve the mission elapsed time and universal time to days, Hours,
and minutes. ThM, hit numbers for high voltage 1 (IIV - I) , temperature
monitor 1 (' NI-1), IIV-2, and TRI-2 are converted to volts by multiplying
each hit numbe r
 by 0,02 (20 mV). I; is not necessary to note on/off.
The Camera Photometer is on during on-orbit operations and off during
ascent and descent.
The temperature in degrees Centigrade and degrees Falirenbeit for
Camera 1 and Camera 2 is calc l ilated by the following formulas:
	
OC = 101.087 * VTNI -- 215.277 	 ,
OF = 180.388 * V':VAI	 352.723
VTNI tWers to the voltage for olthor TWA or `1M-2. 'These values are to
bc: placed in `able C as indicated.
From Orbiter hoinge1 eping data construct the followini; table:
TABLE. 1)
1411:`1'
	
LIT	 ALI'tlA	 DELTA	 TIILTA
As in Table A, resolve tho time to clays, hours, minutes, and
seconds, if possible. A1,1'IIA is the right aseension of the pointing direc-
tion of the z{ .Iris in dogrees Ois accurately as possible) ; DELTA is the
declination of the pointin( • direction of the z•-axis in degrees (as accurately
its possible); 'I'lll?TA is the solar depression angle as observed from the
spaeceraft in degrows (as accurately as possible). further clarification
of tl ,.ese terms will be furnished later.
Finally, construct n bible of events (SUCII IIS Water (I LIMPS, Attitude
eliange, engine, b ui'Ii, etc''),
^k
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TABLR' E
UT	 E N T
Resolve the dine its necurntely its
28
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Vill. CASCADE IMPACTOR DATA REDUCTION
RLQUIREMEN`1'S (07H)
As a basis for beginning discussion of the data reduction require-
ments for the Cascade Impaactor, refer to figure 7.
CHANNEL 1 LSB
CHANNEL 'I MSB
CHANNEL 2 LSB
CHANNEL 2 MSB
CHANNEL 3 LSB —^
CHANNEL 3 MSB
CHANNEL 4 LSB
CHANNEL 4 MSB
I	 I
R	 _
FILL	 OH
1 DATA SET(8 BYTES ►
15 DATA SETS(120 BYTES)
B FILLS
Figure 7. Cascade impactor data format,
Consider any frame of data for any IECM experiment. The ILCM
mission time,recorded oil
	 tape recorder format before the data sets
are recorded. within the frame, is the time resolved to 1 min of the last
data set in that frame. Therefore, in calculating the time associated with
data  sets prece-
 a i he  last data set, it would be necessary to work back-
ward from the recorded frame time, using the data rate associated with
this particular experiment.
The Cascade Impactor data set consists of eight bytes. These
eight bytes represent four beat frequencies. A beat frequency is repre-
sented by two bytes. 'file conversion used for the TQCM and CQCM is
the same for the cascade impactor frequencies, i.e., one bit number
1 IN (cyclelsec).
From the tape recorded format make the identification that beat
frequency 1 comes over c)iaannel 1, beat frequency 2 over channel 2, etc.
Extract the GQGM baaseplate temperature and construct a table in the
following format:
FREQUENCY (lir)
TIME	 TEMP	 1	 2	 3	 4
F
Convert the time to days, hours, minutes, and seconds if possible.
Three different tables should be constructed for the three modes of ascent,
on-orbit, and descent. Conversion factors will be furnished in it memo-
randum oil the CQCNl oil the conversion from bit numbers to degrees
Centigrade. The data rate is six data sets per minute on ascent and des--
cent and one data set per minute on-orbit.
Plots of each of the beet frequencies and CQCM beseplaw tempera-
ture tune requested as it function of time. Tile frequencies can be placed
on one graph and the temperature on another graph. Make three different
graphs for each of the three *lodes of operation. Construct the scales
such that time (along x-axis) is ►ascent, on-orbit, and descent time. Fre-
quencies will be best represented on a linear scale from 0 to 4000. The
temperature range will be whatever the CQCIVI temperature range is. In.
addition, plots of the altitude in kilometers alit the payload compartment
pressure in pounds per square inch versus mission time are requested
from the Orbiter housekeeping date.
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IX. MASS SI'1,C:'1'ROM ,TJ R DATA REDU CT ION
REQUIREMENTS (081-1)
Refer to Figure 8 asas basis forbeginning discussion of the data
reduction requirements for tlae Maass Spectrometer.
WORD 1
WORD 2
I
1	 ^
I	 ^
I	 I
WORD 2
1 DATA SET
28 ES)
63 DATA SETS(126 BYTES)
Figure 8. Maass spectrometer data format.
The mass
 spectrometer data scat consists of two 8=bit words (or two
bytes) . In a frame of information 126 bytes tire available for data.
Therefore, 63 data sets of mass spectrometer data will fill a frame. Each
bit in a data set for the mass spectrometer is very meaningful. Therefore,
ra sequential explanation of each bit in a data set will follow, starting with
the most significant bit lof word one or byte one.
Bit 1 is as synchronization fait. It is to be interrogated for cacti
data set to determine if its value is zero or .1. Normally it will be zero
and be directly related to an atomic muss unit. %Vlion the sync fait is 1,
the mass spectrometer daataa system has recycled.
bits 2 antl 3 of word 1 from each data set will be combined sequen-
tially until an 8--bit word is formed. hence, four sequential data sets
will form an 8--bit word. This is interpreted as an € naalog measurement.
As an e::ample, a nonitite,rrupted sequence of 320 data sets would map
into 80 analog measurenaerats. The most significant bit is first on the
loft, and the least sil nif cant bit is last on the right.
lilts -1, 5, 6 and 7 or word 1 from each data set will determine the
t,^xpotient of an expression to be discussed for at term referred to as the
m ass count. Bit four is the most si gnificant
 fait of the exponent, and
bit 7 is the least -significant fait of the exponent. As an example, if bits
4, 5, 
and 
G are zero and fait 7 is 1, then the exponent is 1. if bit 4 is
1 and bits 5, G aa11d "r tire zero, then the exponent is 8,
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Bit 8 of ward 1 and all of word 2 of it data set form at 9 fait expres-
slon for it term that will be referred to as tile, fraction. Hit 8 of word
1 is the most significant bit of the fraction, and bit 8 of word : 1 is tho
toast significant bit of the fraction.
Call the bit value of the fraction FIIAC. Gall the bit valatt , of the
exponent EXP. Lot the mass count be abbreviated RIC. Than
RIC = (I RAG + 51 2 ) * 2 ** (I XP-1)	 (9.1)
Tice maximum value of the FItAC is 511. Tile maximum value of the XNP
is 1:). Hence, the lamest vaalue for tine mass count is
RIC = ( 1023) .a ' * 14	 16. 760,823
	
( 0.2 )
mle exception to equation (9. 1) is the cose fora . which I .Al ) 	`l la.'ta
RIC -.- FRAC	 (9.3)
The normal mode of operation will be for the IFCM data acquisition
system (VACS) to interrogate tlae Maass Spectrometer every 2 see, There-
fore, the normal data rate for at 2-word datat set is 2 sec, i.e. , one dada.
set every 2 sec. 'There is also it Dist-sweep modo of operation of 0.2 sec:
for the II:CM data acquisition. Tile DACS will interrogate the Mass Spec-
trometer every 0.2 sec. Therefore, in the fast mode of operation the
dataa rate for is 2- word data set is 0-2) sec, or one data set every 0, 2 sec.
Lot its now classify it data acquisition operation that will be referred
to its at dataa sweep. Tile purpose of the Mass Spectromotor i.^, to i,ir, ► stnre
the molecular environment around Spaacelab, 'to do this it will sognetatially
sweep through at ranl;e of atomic mass units from 1 to 1.50. l^urthernaore,
tin additional sweep identical to the first sweep will follow anon will concen-
trate uniquely oil anomie mass unit 13, i.e. , 11 20 (water). There will4
normally be 160 data sets per sweep. Again, the first swoop will he
sequentially through the anomie mass units from 1 to 150. To complete
160 daataa Nets, AMU 28 branches into 28 •-8, :ill G, 28-4, 28- 0. 2812:,
2814, 2846; in addition, there will be CALIBRATE, TOTAL and 21,110 .
The second sweep %Vill concentrate only on waiter.
There is an abbreviated Sweep anode that will be Used for time
resolution during to ga s calibration sequence. This abbreviated sweet)
will contain appro dmaately 60 data sets.
3.)
The Mess Spect rometer will o
turn-on of the instrument the data
bit 1 (most significant bit, MSB) of
the "sync pulse" will have occurred
with synchronized data to follow.
prrate on on-orbit only. At first
fire unsynchron zed. Thurefore, check
word 1 until a "1 is found. Then
and a data sweep will have begun,
OW
If the instrumentation of the Mass Specuometer works as expected,
in the normal mode of operation, 319 data sets should follow the data set
with the sync bit before another complete data cycle would start. The
start of a data cycle is expressed by a 11 1 11 in the MSH of word 1 of a
data set. A data cycle sweeps through AMU from 1 to 150 and water.
Recall that four sequential sets of data create an analog word. The
headings for these analog words tare:
Analog
Syl ci, l3it Nord No. AML) Analm lleadi^
1 Zero
0 1 0,0 1 0 1 001,002,003,004 (4) Power Monitor
0, 0 , 0 , 0 '^ 005 , 006 , 007 , 008 (8) Analog Maass
0,0 1 0 1 0 3 009,010,011,012 (12) Power Monitor
0,0,0,0 4 013,014,015,016 (16) Power Monitor
0,0,0,0 5 017,108,019,020 (20) RFAGC"
0 1 0 1 	,0 6 021,022,023,024 (24) Filament Current
0,0,0,0 7 025,026,027,8-8 (28) Filament Voltat;y
0 1 0,0 1 0 8 8-6,8-4,8-2,028 (28) Multazaa
0 1 0,0 1 0 9 8+2,8+4, 8+6,029 (29) Multana
0,0,0,0 10 030:031,032,033 (33) Multann
0,0,0,0 11 034,035,036,037 (37) Anode Current
0, 0, 0, 0 J.) 039, 040, 041 (41) high Voltage
010,010 13 042, 043, 044 , 045 (45) Electrometer
0 1 0 1 0,0 14 016,047,048,049 (49) Gas Temp
0 1 0,0 1 0 15 050,051,052,053 (53) ACC Monitor
0,0,0,0 16 054,055,056,057 (57) Power Monitor
0 1 0,0 1 0 17 058,059,060,061 (61) Gage Temp
0,0,0,0 18 062.063,064,065 (65) An Temp
010,010 19 066,067,018,069 (69) Oscillator 'Temp
0,0,0,0 2U 070,071,072,073 (73) 15 Volt Supply
0,0,0,0 21 074,075,076,077 (77) Mux Temp
0 1 0,010 2« 078,079,080,081 (81) Analog Mass
0 1 0,0 1 0 23 082,083,084,085 (85) RFAGC
0,0,0,0 24 086,087,088,089 (89) Filament Current
010,010 25 090,091,092,093 (93) Filanacnt Voltage
010,010 26 094,095,096,097 (97) Anode Current
0,0,0,0 27 098,099,100,101 (101) High Voltage
0, 0, 0 , 0 28 102,102,104,105 (105) Electrometer
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iAnalog
rtc lift Word No. tii11U AnaloFl4aciin
i
0,0,0,0 29 1019,107,108,109 (109) 5 Volt Supply
0 1 0,0 1 0 30 110,11t,112,113 (113) Ace P-lonitor
010,010 31 114,115,116,117 (117) Gals Temp
0, 0, 0, 0 32 118,119,120,121 (121) Gaga ` omp	 i0,0,0,0 33 122,123,129,125 (125) An Tomp	 I
0,0,0,0 39 120,127 ► 128,129 (120) Oscillator Temp
0,0,0,0 35 130,131,132,:133 (133) Multana
0, 0, 0, 0 36 139,135,136,137 (137) 15 Volt Supply
0 0 0,0,0 37 138,139,190,141 (191) tllux Temp
0 1 0,0 1 0 38 192,193,199,195 (195) RFAGC
010,0 1 0 39 1,16,197,198,199 (149) Anti Mass
0 1 0,0 1 0 90 150, calibrate, (0)	 Power Monitor
totall,	 zero
010,010 4.1 018,0181018101$ 8tatrt repetition of all
ete. etc. etc. analog headings but
add WS for "water sweep".
Exarmple
(9)
	
Power Alonitor (WS)
	
0 1 0,0 1 0	 78	 018,018,018,018 	 (145) RFAG'O (W<)
	
0,0,0 1 0 	 711	 0113,01$,0113,018
	 (149) Anal Mass (WS)
	
0 1 0,0 1 1	 80	 018, calibrate,
	 (0)	 Power Monitor (WS)
total, zero
A data cycle will have been completed and a new data cycle will have
started.
The SYNC 131T needs to be chocked for each data set. If as "III
shows up before 310 data sets have been interrogated, one of two possible
happenings is indcaltedt
1) The 11 1 11 has occurred atround the sixtieth data Set, and an
:abbreviated data sweep hats occurred,
2) A "glitch" somewhorc in the Mass Spectrometers
 system caused
the system to recycle buck to zero atomic mass unit.
It is quite possible than an altrbroviated dataa sweep or a "glitch"
n.aty terminate or occur in the middle of formation of an analog measurement.
When that happens, consider as good data only the analog words that have
been completely formed. in the particular data sweep under consideration.
One should note that there is a bit in the ho lse*keeping data labeled
III-RATE R1 Q. Wham that bit is "1", the Mass Spectrometer is in an fast
data sweet: mode of operation.
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All Mass Spectrometer data on tho DACE tapo are to be output In
the following format:
syne Datil 4111 ss Analog	 Antilog Time
1311 Set No. AMU Count lleadiniz	 Count IIr Alin
1 1 Zero xxx xx xx
0 2 1 xxx xx xx
0 3 4 xxx XlK xx
0 4 3 Otu. LUC.
0 5 4 xxx
0 6 5
0 7 6
0 8 7
0 9 8 xxx
20 19 xxx
0 1 .10 X X x
22 1
0 2.1 Ete. Rte.
0 24 23
0 .5 .4 xxx
0 26 .5
0 27
0 28 27
0 29 28 8 xxx
0 30 28 6
0 31 28 4
0 32 28- 2
0 33 213 xxx
0 34 284-2 xxx t\ xx
0 35 28+4 xxx xx xx
0 36 Mr) xxx xx xx
0 37 29 Etc. xx X c.
0 38 30
0 39 31
0 40 32
0 41 :13 xxx
0 42 31
0 X13 3 5
0 154 146 xxx xx xx
0 155 147 xxx x\ xx
0 156 148 xxx x x xx
0 157 149 Etc. xxx Ftc.
0 158 150
0 159 CAL
0 1G0 TOT
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Sync Data Mass Arwlog	 Antdog Time
lilt Set No. AMU Count W1 din	 Count
.....,..
11r thin
0 161 Zero XXX
0 162 18
0 163 18
0 164 1,8
0 165 18
 XXX
0 319 18 XXX XX XX
0 315 18 XXX XX XX
0 316 18 XXX XX XX
0 317 18 late. XXX Etc.
0 318 18
0 319 CA IN
0 320 TOT
1 I. Zero Start - : -3	 XXX Start Over
Over
/0 22 1J 3 Y
0 4
0 5 4 XXX
The table for Mass Spectrometer data illustrates a complete data
cycle. As pointed out earlier, there normally will be 320 data sets in a
data cycle, but either a short cycle of approximately 60 data sets or a
recycle "glitch" could cut this short. The ANALOG COUNT in the Table
is the bit count, which will range from 0 to 255. It is a pure decimal
number from eight binary hits. The TIME is the IECM clock time accurate
to hours and minutes that needs to be printed only with the last data set
of ax frame, This format will be continuous and cover all Mass Spectrom-
eter data on the DACS tape recorder. Obviously the fart data rate can
be observed from the TIME,
The following concerns graphs
1) It is requested that each ANIU be plotted versus time for
mission duration. By AMLT it is meaaait the MASS COUNT for each AMU.
Place the MASS COUNT along the left vertical axis of the plot. Place an
equivalent pressure scale along the right vertical axis. This will be given
later from the calibration results of preflight testing. Note that there
will be 164 graphs of full mission duration. Referring; to the table for
Mass Spectrometer data: as a guide, that is ZERO, AMU's 1 to 150 plus 7
extra for splitting AMU 28, CALIBRATE, 'TOTAL, another ZERO, one
graph for 157 extra data points on AMU 18, another CALIBRATE and
another TOTAL. The MASS COUNT scale will be a log scale from 10 0
 to
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10 7 In range. There will be MASS COUNTS of zero that obviously cannot
be exactly located on it log settle. It Is suggested that the log scale run
front 10-2 to 107 on the graph. Then. call tiny zero MASS COUNTS 10-1on it log scale and plot them as such.
2) It is also requested that it set of 15 higher resolution, graphs
be plotted. These 15 graphs of MASS COUNTS for AMU's are to be
determined (TBD) and may be changed between missions. This require-
ment Is difficult to state; two examples tire; Suppose the mission Is for
2 days. We wish the time resolution on each graph to be 2 ,1 hours.
Bence, for a 2-day mission this will be 2 x 15 = 30 additional graphs.
Suppose the mission is for 6 days. Then there will be 6 % 15 = 90 addi-
tional graphs of higher time resolution,
3) A set of graphs is requested to display the analog data. This
will display analog counts versus time for mission duration. Four analog
channels can be plotted per graph. Since there are 80 analog channels,
there will be 20 graphs. The settle on the vertical axis will run from
0 to 255. Label each curve by its analog channel,
4. A plot of Orbiter data for the angle of the vehicle Z-axis with
respect to the vehicle velocity vector versus mission time is requested.
Also it plot of two Orbiter surface tati.perittures versus mission time is
requested. These requirement~ can be placed oil the :3.-tmo graph, with
each curve properly labeled. The Z-axis angle to velocity vector scale
can be placed on the left vertical axis, and the temperature scale can be
placed on the right vertical axis. The angle range will run from 0 to
180 degrees. The temperature ran.ge will be furnished later. The data
will come from Orbiter data taper,
These tabulations and graphs will be the first quick-look data.
Additional charts will be requested. Certain correlations of MASS COUNTS,
TIME, and Orbiter attitude will provide calibration points which can be
put into fairly simple equations. These equations tire now being developed
by the Mass Spectrometer supplier. Once the coefficients of the equations
are defined by the preceding calibration, till of the mass counts can be
transformed by the equations into reduced data such its Molecular Columnar
Density. The additional dater 	 requirements are expected to be
determined in the near future,
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X. HOUSEKEEPING DATA REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS (09H)
As a basis for beginning discussion of the data reduction require-
ments for housekeeping refer to Figure 9.
I	 ^
TEMP SENSOR 14
ON- -ORBIT BATTERY 1 T1
DE-•ORBI?I" BATTERY 1 T2
LAUNCH BATTE RY 2 T1
REACTUATE BATTERY 2 T2
LOW POWER BATTERY 3 T1
READY BATTERY 3 T2
LOW BATTERY BATTERY 4 T1
DEPLOY BATTE RY 4 T2
SHUT. & PWR STAT. A
SHUT. & PWR STAT. B
TEMP SENSOR 1
TEMP SENSOR 2
TEMP SENSOR 3
TEMP SENSOR 4
..., 1 P% law J.
i240 BYTES)
5 DATA SETS(120 BYTES
BATT OVFRT^`MP-2 	 I	 ^
RESET	 I
PRELAUNCH
TO•DISCONN	 FILL OH 	 6 F I L LY*
HI-RATF REO	 -Y
Egure 9. Temperature sensors data format.
A housekeeping data set consists of 14 temperature sensor bytes,
8 battery temperature bytes, and 2 Shuttle and power status bytes. The
second Shuttle and power status byte uses only 5 bits of information in
the direction from least significant bit to most significant bit. Hence,
there are 24 bytes to a data set quid, 5 data sets to a frame plus 6 fills
to make up 126 bytes.
The temperature sensors and batters temperatures are represented
by the usual bit to voltage conversion for the DACS system of the IECM
experiments: each bit number corresponds to a change of 0.02 V or
20 mV.
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Consider any volta4e generated from any pane of the 14 temperature
senso rs, which a re also referred to ati tho 1 aso-pli_lte temperature sanso rs,
represented by it c api tnl V. Now delino
A -, 1252, M 4691,.3
	 (10,1)
13 -^- V -20	 ( 10,2)
' holl i11 clel;rees Fa lli-v illicrit
BASH, PI ATE' X1`:l-'M1'l;ltr TLilll, L A/114 , 32	 (10.3)
Now Consider any of tlit ,
 voltnl^(-s ge-noratod from any ono of tho
eil;'ht battery toutlwature bytes, also to he rc-prosonted by it oaplttll V.
Now defino
C k., 2000(::(1 V) /(::'30t1p\`)
	 (10.4)
1)	 1129 8 (lil C)/34-12	 ( 10.5;,
r1'lleil in degrees Ftlh rridivit
BA`l"t'ERY reC1,111PE'RA r ('111Ml,	 (9/5)(1/1) 273.10+32
	
.
	
(10. c))
The dat a rata for tllr housokoeping
 
dtttcl is one datil 8vt pel^ Minute.
Si pco there ill,(, five datit sits ptsr flramo, it, will tnlce approximately 5 min
to fill a frame.
At the Optioll of tl1c*' lavogrtlmmor, the vxpressions ( 10.3) and (10. 6)
for tho 13ASE P1,ATE TEMPERATURE, and the i1AT'J'EHY '.1`RMll'1 'RAT 11HE,,
respok-Lively, I1141y he tisc-d to g-vnonkth tables to tabulnal` teuiperilttires its
it hinrtion tit' voltrlge over a ninh re of 0 to 5.1. V ill inervulents of 0, 02 V.
This Otble could then be usod ill a .4ch yule to Qonvert voltilgo to
ttml t-y rtiturer
It l ms boon sut;gostod t1int the 13.E\ iE P1'.A`i'1, TEM11 1EMA'1'11111i. mid
tht- 11:1"1"l'EMY '.1ENIPENIA rl.'11 IM, will be better expressed its degrees Colld
grade rltthe.tr
 thitn deg roes Fnhronhe t. Therefore, after the calculations
Lift' 11 ado from (10.3) mid (10, () , -V if !1. table sclwmo is UBed, convert
to Centig rmlo for all tabulations and graphs.
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Tabulate all 14 base plate temperatures as a function of IECM clock
time.
There are four batteries and two battery temperature readings for
each battery. Average the two temperatures from each battery and tabu-
late till battery temperatures and the average for each battery as a func-
tion of IECM time..
Plot the 14 base plate temperatures as a function of IECM Clock
time. Put three graphs per page, stacked. Make the time axis for
24 hours only. This will mean four pages of three graphs and one page
of two graphs. Each plot should be Nbeled as to the sensor it represents
and the mode of operation, e.g., Pre-Launch, Ascent, On-Orbit, De-Orbit.
Information will be furnished its to each sensor's location on the IECM.
Plot the battery temperatures as it function of IECAI clock time.
Since there tire four batteries and three temperatures per battery, put
three graphs per page, stacked, which will represent the temperatures,
TI,  T 2, and TA (average of TI twirl T2) for ench battery on one page.
Naturally, there will be four pages of graphs, one page for each battery.
Label each page for the battery it represents. Matte the time axis for
24 hours only.
The maximum and minimum temperatures to be ranged along the
vertical axes can be determined from expressions (10.3) and (10-6) by
substituting the maximum and minimum values of V, namely 5.1 and 0 V,
respectively.
Tabulate the individual bit value for the SHUT and PWR STAT . A
and SHUT. and PWR STAT. 13 words its it furction of IECM clock time.
This tabulation should form 14 vertical colunurs---1 Colwltn for IECM clock
time and 13 columns for bits. Label the 13 columns as follows:
SHUT. and PWR STA`I'. A
(Reading from MS13 to LS13)
1. DEPLOY: Change to DE/PLOY
2. LOW BATTERY: Shorten to LOW/BAT
3. READY: Shorten to RDY
4. LOW POWER: Shorten to LOW/PWR
5. REAC:TUA'1 E : Shorten to RL /ACTU
G. LAUNCH: Shorten to JAJIl
7. DE-ORBIT , Shorten to DE'/URBT
8. ON-OIZ13IT: Shorten to ON /ORBT
SHUT, and PWR S`1'AT. I3
(Reading from NIS13 to 1,813)
4. BATTERY OV`1'EMP MEMORY: Shorten to BAT /OTMEM
5. RESET: Shorten to RE/SET
G. PRE--LAUNC:I1: Shorten to PRIG,/I.U11
7. TO-DISCONNECT: Shorten to TO/.DSCN
8. 11I-RATE, REQ : Shorten to III /R EQ
r
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Because tho data rate is once per minute, the information on the
individual bit data will be recorded once per minute. Nuwever, it is
expected that as a usual rule there will be little, if any, change in status
from minute to minute of operation. Bence, tabulate the status information
onlywhen there is a change in tiny one of the 13 status bits, together
with the ILCAI clock ting e, when the change occurs.
i
I^
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BLOCK
(RECORD)
FRAME
(1-40) FRAMES
APPEINDIX
The Appendix consists of it complete continuous listing of the 11:CM
tape recorder format.
4,0 IECM TAPE RECORDER FORMAT
1-30--79
RWC
REVISED
1-2-79
RWC	 11-20-79CWD
LEADER 16H
LEADER 16H
LEADER 16H
12 BYTES
	
I	 I
I
	
	 I
LEADER 16H
SYNC 56H
SYNC ASH
SYNC A6H
8 BYTES FRAME ID (SEE NOTES)
MISSION TIME LSW LSB
MISSION TIME LSW MSS
MISSION TIME MSW LSB
MISSION TIME MSW MSB
EXPERIMENT DATA
126 BYTES	 I (SEE NOTES)	 I
I
LEADER FOR
NEXT BLOCK
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i
ti
1 DATA SET
(25 BYTES)
5 DATA SETS
(125 BYTES)
STATUS
BYTE
TOCM DATA FORMAT (01)
22 21 20 R
BINAivY
FRED VERIFY -J
CODE
READY WHEN READ	 FRED 5 LSB
FRED 5 MSB
FREO VER
SENSOR 1 TEMP
SENSOR 2 TEMP
SENSOR 3 TEMP
SENSOR 4 TEMP
SENSOR 5 TEMP
HEAT SINK 1 TEMP
HEAT SINK 2 TEMP
HEAT SINK 3 TEMP
HEAT SINK 4 TEMP
HEAT SINK 5 TEMP
I	 1
1	 I
1	 I
C STATUS BYTE
TED # 5 ON
TOCM START COUNT
TEMP SELECT 1 (+800C),
TEMP SELECT 2 (+300C)
TEMP SELECT 3 (0°C)
TEMP SELECT 4 (-300C)
TEMP SELECT 5 (•-600C)
THERMO--ELECTRIC DEVICES OFF
FRED 1 16B
FRED 1 MSR
FRED VER
FRED* 2 LSO
FREO 2 MSB
FREO VER
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NOTES:
rRAME ID
01H
	 TQCM DATA
02H
	
CQCM DATA
03H
	
OEM DATA
04H	 AIR SAMPLER DATA
06H	 CAMERA CURRENT DATA
06H	 CAMERA VOLTAGE AND THERMISTOR DATA
0'7H	 CASCADE IMPACTOR DATA
06H	 MASS SPEC DATA
09H	 TEMPERATURE SENSOR DATA
COCM DATA FORMAT (02)
FREQ 1 LSB
FREO 1 MSB
FREQ 1 VEAIF. ROY
FRFD 2 LSB
FREQ 2 fASB
FREQ 2 VERIF, ROY
SENSOR I TEMP.
SENSOR 2 TEMP.
FILL OH-^,
1 DATA SET(8 BYTES)
15 DATA SETS
1120 BYTES)
FILLS
r
FREOISELECTED
FREQ 2 SELECTED
READY WHEN READ
OEM DATA FORMAT (03)
TRANSMISSION
REFLECTION
LAMP TEMP
MOTOR TEMP
HOUSING TEMP
READY WHEN READ
	
MOTOR POSITION & RDY
BCD
MOTOR POSITION
"4 "2 "1" R -+ MOTOR POSITION & RDY
1 DATA SET I(6 BYTES)
21 DATA SETS(126 BYTES)
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rAIR SAMPLER DATA FORMAT (04)
V8 V2
 V6 V5 V4 V3 V2 V 1
 -..r
11 10 9
PUMP SPEED
PRESSURE i
PRESSURE 2
TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY
DEW POINT
DEW POINT CALIM
VALVE STATUS 7-8
VALVE STATUS 9-11
1 DATA SET
(9 BYTES)	 i
14 DATA SETS
(126 BYTES)
i
CAMERA CURRENT DATA FORMAT (05)
CAMERA 1 CURRENT
CAMERA 2 CURRENT
CAMERA 2 CURRENT
1 DATA SET
(2 BYTES)
I	 63 DATA SETS
(126 BYTES)
11
1
CAMERA VOLTAGE, THERMISTOR DATA FORMAT (06)
CAMERA 1 VOLTAGE
CAMERA 1 THERM
CAMERA 2 VOLTAGE
CAMERA 2 THERM
I
FILL OH
1 DATA SET
(4 BYTES)
11
-31 DATA SETS
(124 BYTES)
2 FILLS
iI
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CASCADE IMPACTOR DATA FORMAT
CHANNEL 1 LSB
CHANNEL 1 MSB
CHANNEL 2 LSB
CHANNEL 2 MSB
CHANNEL 3 LSB
CHANNEL 3 MSB
CHANNEL 4 LSB
CHANNEL 4 MSB I
I	 1
FILL'	OH
1 DATA SET
(8 BYTES ►
15 DATA SETS(120 BYTES)
5 FILLS
MASS SPEC DATA FORMAT
WORD 1	 1 DATA SET
WORD 2
	
(2 BYTES)
I	 (	 63 DATA SETS(126 BYTES)
I
k	 WORD 2 -^
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rte.
TEMPERATURE SENSORS DATA FORMAT
ON ORBIT
DE-ORBIT
LAUNCH
REACTUATE-
LOW POWER
READY
LOW BATTERY
DEPLOY --i I I
BATT OVERTEMP
RESET -
PRE-LAUNCH
TO•DISCONN
HI•RATE REG
TEMP SENSOR 1 7-
TEMP SENSOR 2
TEMP SENSOR 3
TEMP SENSOR 4
'TEMP SENSOR 14
1 DATA SETBATTERY1 TI	 (24 BYTES)
BATTERY 
	 T2
BATTERY 2 Tl
BATTERY 2 T2
	
5 DATA SETS
BATTERY 3 TI
	
(120 BYTES
BATTERY  T2
BATTERY 4 TI
BATTERY 4 T2
SHUT. & PWR STAT, A
SHUT. & PWR STAT. B
FILL
	 OH 6 FILLS
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